
That their postman paid Christmas boxes should be mailed before the 15th of October. That was the only reason I 
asked for food - because I realized how long it would take to get here. Have figured out what we can’t get here 
and will give you some idea - 

	 1. Triskets (or crackers of some sort - only have bread here)

	 2. Hershey bars - and cocoa for chocolate milk.

	 3. Fruit juice - jams always welcome

	 4. Dried fruit like raisins, prunes, apricots

	 5. Liver pate was delicious

	 6. Please no powdered milk - it was terrible

	 Also cannot get more looseleaf here for the three ring - Joan will know the size but I have traced the holes. 
By the time a package can get here I’ll be really needing. Take more notes in those lectures and we don’t even 
start our classes for another two weeks. 

	 Also would like to know

	 1. Did you find the camera - either I forgot it - or someone stole it on the boat & we should collect on it.

	 2. Yes I have Joan’s ski pants and will send them right out.

	 3. Have I asked you yet for my riding clothes as that will probably be the only form of real exercise that I 
can get this winter - and it’s less than a dollar an hour in the Bois de Bologne. 

	 The 23rd went up on top of the Eiffel Tower with Malcolm MacGruder (of Jungle House which is supposed 
to be well known), my roommate Mo and Fred Montgomery. It was quite a breath taking sight - very precarious 
position - However I didn’t like as it was too high and too remote from Paris - like being in an aeroplane. The view 
from the Arc de Triomphe




was much more beautiful with the avenues all going out like a star. 

	 Went one morning to see a meeting of the U.N. Security Council which is meeting here in Paris now. Hear 
the speech given by the American delegate Jessup for placing the question of Berlin before the Security Council. 
It was one of the most brilliant speeches the American delegates have ever given - way over an hour and a half - 
perfectly clear and cutting. He said at one point “The word joint control doesn’t mean armed blockade even in the 
Russian language” but the Russian Vishinsky sat like an idiot - unmoved, reading his newspaper and doodling - 
The Russians act like players on a stage - hoping to impress people I guess.

	 Don’t remember if I told youth I had been to Scare Coeur with Em Harris - up on the top - climbing up over 
the huge dome & side roofs - beautiful site of Paris but I thought the church was an ugly Byzantine gem set in the 
deteriorating, oldest section of Paris. Wanted to knock down the building - it was to rich and shining white for the 
poor surroundings. Went back up there to paint last Sunday the 10th of Oct. - not to paint the church but some of 
the old buildings - Spent all afternoon and met some of the really poor artists - was dressed as discreetly and 
poorly as possible - grey skirt & sweat shirt - that’s the only way I’ll find the real French people and learn about 
true French life and ideas. Most real Frenchmen sent well-dressed people and some resent Americans because 
our pilots never hit the targets - were always drunk and played at bombing - in one instance the[y] mistook the 




Seine for the Maine and completely destroyed a French village killing 1500 innocent people & in St. Denis they 
tried 5 times to destroy one little bridge - killed hundreds of people & never touched the bridge - the British came 
one afternoon with four planes - destroyed the bridge without even injuring one person. That’s only two of the 
many stories I’ve heard and yet most Frenchmen forgive us because they realize it was war and most Amer. Pilots 
were too young to really be seriously concerned. They shrug their shoulders & say accidents happen!

	 Saw “Don Juan” Moliere’s play  - with Mlle. [Mademoiselle] Monaco, our directress and four other girls. 
Was able to understand it completely - Am taking a course in theater so will really be well read - I hope - in 
classical plays when I get home. French staging is really amazing - scenery comes from the floor - the ceiling - 
everywhere - perfectly beautiful Tate too. 

	 Had to go to the American Hospital two weeks ago and was in bed for two days - sinus that affected my 
eyes - with rather unkindly headaches. Was well taken care of & both Bob Orr & Wally Langlais sent me flowers - 
and notes - might really get to enjoy staying in bed. Am fine now but perhaps it might be a good idea to ask about 
some cold pills or something - it’s very damp here and we won’t have any heat probably until next month. Believe 
me I’m overjoyed that I have the knee socks and long underwear - am wearing them already - just wonderful - 
won’t know what else to wear when it starts getting colder if that’s possible. Frankly I don’t think that it could - 
even colder than Conn. - but that’s probably because it’s damp too. 

 




Mum - you said something about having spent only $5 until I got to Paris - why our steward tips alone were over 
$15 dollars and with baggage tips and dinner - we had to spend about $30 before we got here.

	 Then we went one weekend - the 26th of September and saw Rousseau’s Chateau and the Palace of 
Chantilly. Would like to go back there when I have some time to paint. They have a fabulous collection of 
Rembrandt’s etchings and of porcelain miniatures of the kings and queens. Spent most of the time looking 
through the interior and didn’t have too much time to see the fabulous gardens - they also have the largest 
Chateau stables & once had the best horses. It’s a beautiful palace - completely restored with an entirely artificial 
canal and moat with draw bridges. Renaissance Architecture - absolutely huge goldfish - as big as me and the 
people feed them bread. Am saving pictures of all of this. 

	 Then, we have exams this weekend - am going to study at the Sorbonne, Ecole de Louvre, and Ecole de 
Beaux Arts - will let you know about my courses as soon as possible. 

	 Will need some money I suppose after this two weeks vacation as am planning on going to Mont St. 
Michel, Versaille, Fontainbleau, Chartre and Rheims. Many of the girls are going down to Italy but that would be 
very silly for me since I’m just really learning how to speaking French properly. Have signed on the boat for the 6th 
of August - Queen Mary and will bicycle through Italy during the summer when I have more time. Am already 
making plans for Xmas so time is really flying - It’s taken me over 3 hrs to write this and now it’s time for dinner 




And I don’t know if I’ll want to write anyone else.  Really you can’t describe France to someone by mail - I’ll have 
to show you all the pictures when I get home.

	 Perhaps it would be an idea to send me bills in envelopes because the free market last week I got 4000 
francs instead of 5000 for a travelers check. I won’t go near the black market but know I could get even more if I 
did. 

	 I do hope you are all wonderful and was particularly pleased to hear how well the cat & dog are doing so 
well. Haven’t heard yet from that French lady but no doubt will shortly. 

	 Joan - sorry to hear you don’t like Ted anymore but you know what your doing by now I hope - Don’t 
break everyone’s heart & tell me what you’d like me to send you & Mum & Dad for Xmas - they have beautiful & 
inexpensive gloves here if you would find out your sizes and also beautiful pocketbooks - most leather things are 
very inexpensive - might be a good idea to get a suitcase here. They really are half what they are in U.S. Of course 
you have to look around because there are places built just for tourists who don’t know any better. 


	 Much love to you all

	 and hope you can read this scribbling

	 	 Jean


P.S. Is Paul Funkhouser sick or something - haven’t heard from him yet & can’t remember his address - may want 
to go down to Grenoble some time! Haha!

	 Do say hello to the Fosters & Nancy & excuse my negligence in not having written - they did get my thank 
you note didn’t they?



